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Part I Listening Comprehension （30 minutes， 15 points） （

略Omitted.） Part II Structure and Vocabulary （20 minutes， 10

points） Directions： There are 20 incomplete sentences in this

section. For each sentence there are 4 choices marked A， B， C

and D Choose the one that best completes the sentence. Mark your

answer on the ANSWER SHEET with a single line through the

center. 第1题 Never a day passed when we were in New York wee

phoned no matter how late. A but that B that C had D have 第2题 

“He is no more diligent than you are.” means . A He is as diligent

as you are B He is diligent， so are you C He is not so diligent as you

are D He is not diligent any more than you are 第3题 It is quite

natural that the customs of all national minorities . A would be

respected B be respected C are respected D will be respected 第4题

_____， the boy was rather learned in different languages. A As

young he was. B Young as he was C As he was young D He was as

young 第5题 We can observe small things clearly under a

microscope because it can make them appear larger than _____. A

really they are B they are really C are they really D they really are 第6

题 I don‘t doubt you will overcome all the difficulties. A whether B

which C that D if 第7题 ______in the showroom was quickly sold to

its new owner. A The each exhibit B The every exhibit C Every of the

exhibits D Each of the exhibits 第8题 The bartender walked out



_____ the counter and began to drive the drunk out of the bar. A

from above B from behind C from under D from across 第9题 The

medical record shows that it was the drugs， not the disease，

______killed him two year ago. A the effect of which B the effect of it

C finally D that 第10题 The pilot felt something ______ wrong with

the engine just before the plane took off. A go B went C was going D

to go 第11题 We exchanged red _____ for blue， to see if the baby

would notice. A balls B ballots C bullets D bulbs 第12题 The ______

could hardly sustain the weight of the fruit. A brace B bracket C

brake D branches 第13题 The management will be glad to mail you

its leaflet， which _______ news of upcoming films. A obtains B

contains C maintains D sustains 第14题 May I _______ a ticket for

Shanghai？ A read B look C see D book 第15题 Students or

teachers can participate in excursions to lovely beaches around the

island at regular ______. A gaps B rate C length D intervals 第16题

None of his remarks seems to me to _________ water. A take B hold

C make D have 第17题 Some diseases are ______ by certain water

animals. A transplanted B transformed C transported D transmitted 

第18题 It is our_______policy that we will achieve unity through

peaceful means. A consistent B continuous C considerate D

continual 第19题 How did it come ________ that you could be late

for such an important appointment. A after B about C with D to 

第20题 Plans in changing rooms may result in ______ and a lack of

unity in style. A discount B disharmony C disillusion D dismissal

Part III Cloze Test （15 minutes， 5 points） Directions： There

are 10 blanks in the following passage. For each numbered blank，



there are 4 choices marked A， B， C and D Choose the best one

and mark your answer on the ANSWER SHEET with a single line

through the center. Dr Paul Kenna of Trinity College， Dublin，

who discovered the gene for a form of blindness that affects one in 3

，000 Irish people， says that the treatment of blindness is an area

that could benefit from stem-cell research. The best prevention is to

eat lots of （21） green vegetables all your life. At 60， it‘ s too late

to start. If you’re 40 or older， you need to be （22） that your

eyes are at （23） risk of numerous conditions in addition to （24

） weak sight. During National Eye Week， Irish government is

offering a free leaflet that contains basic information and （25） on

eye conditions such as dry eye and cataracts， as well as （26） the

major eye diseases. Eye （27） characterized by abnormally high

pressure， damaged optic disk， hardening of the eyeball accounts 

（28） 10 per cent of blindness， yet you may not realise you have

it until it is too late， as it is symptomless and painless in its early

stages. The disease is treatable if detected （29） ， however. Those

at greatest risk include （30） people over the age of 40， everyone

over the age of 50 and people with family histories of eye diseases.
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